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1 Introduction
In the Standard Model, the decays B0 ! D + and B0 ! D+  proceed through the
b ! cu d and b ! uc d quark transitions, respectively.1 The relative weak phase between
these two decay amplitudes is   arg( VudV ub=VcdV cb). The B0 meson can undergo
a avour oscillation before the decay. The amplitude of the direct decay and that of a
decay preceded by an oscillation have a total relative phase dierence of 2 + , where
  arg( VcdV cb=VtdV tb). The phases  and  are angles of the unitary triangle. Measure-
ments of CP violation in B0 ! D decays provide information on these angles.
Decay-time-dependent CP asymmetries in B0 ! D decays can be measured by
analysing the decay rates as a function of the decay time of B0 mesons of known initial
avour [1{3]. The ratio of the decay amplitudes, rD = jA(B0 ! D+ )=A(B0 ! D +)j,
is around 2%, and limits the size of the CP asymmetries. Given its small value, this ratio
needs to be determined from independent measurements, for example using the branching
ratio of B0 ! D+s   decays under the assumption of SU(3) avour symmetry [4, 5].
The decay rates of initially produced B0 mesons to the nal states f = D + and
f = D+  as a function of the B0-meson decay time, t, are given by
 B0!f (t) / e  t [1 + Cf cos(mt)  Sf sin(mt)] ;
 B0! f (t) / e  t

1 + C f cos(mt)  S f sin(mt)

;
(1.1)
1Inclusion of charge conjugate modes is implied unless explicitly stated.
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where   is the average B0 decay width and m is the B0{B0 oscillation frequency. For
an initially produced B0 meson, the same equations hold except for a change of sign of
the coecients in front of the sine and cosine functions. No CP violation in the decay
is assumed, i.e. only tree-level processes contribute to the decay amplitudes. It is also
assumed that jq=pj = 1, where q and p are the complex coecients dening the heavy
and light mass eigenstates of the B0 system, and   = 0, where   is the decay-width
dierence between the two mass eigenstates. These assumptions follow from the known
values of these quantities [6]. Under these assumptions, the coecients of the cosine and
sine terms of eq. (1.1) are given by
Cf =
1  r2D
1 + r2D
=  C f ; (1.2)
Sf =  2rD sin [   (2 + )]
1 + r2D
; (1.3)
S f =
2rD sin [ + (2 + )]
1 + r2D
; (1.4)
where  is the CP -conserving phase dierence between the b ! cu d and b ! uc d decay
amplitudes. Due to the small value of rD, terms of O(r2D) are neglected in this analysis,
xing Cf =  C f = 1.
A measurement of the CP asymmetries Sf and S f can be interpreted in terms of 2+
by using the value of rD as input. Additionally, using the known value of  [6], the angle
 can be evaluated. The determination of  from tree-level decays is important because
processes beyond the Standard Model are not expected to contribute. Constraints from
the analysis of B0 ! D decays can be combined with other measurements to improve
the ultimate sensitivity to this angle [7].
Measurements of Sf and S f using B
0 ! D() and B0 ! D decays have been
reported by the BaBar [8, 9] and Belle [10, 11] collaborations. This paper presents a mea-
surement of Sf and S f with B
0 ! D decays reconstructed in a dataset collected with
the LHCb experiment in proton-proton collisions at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV
and corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3.0 fb 1. This is the rst measurement
of Sf and S f at a hadron collider.
2 Detector and simulation
The LHCb detector [12, 13] is a single-arm forward spectrometer covering the
pseudorapidity range 2{5, designed for the study of particles containing b or c quarks.
The detector includes a high-precision tracking system consisting of a silicon-strip vertex
detector surrounding the pp interaction region [14], a large-area silicon-strip detector lo-
cated upstream of a dipole magnet with a bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations
of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift tubes [15] placed downstream of the magnet. The
tracking system provides a measurement of the momentum, p, of charged particles with a
relative uncertainty that varies from 0:5% at low momentum to 1:0% at 200 GeV=c. The
minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is mea-
sured with a resolution of (15 + 29=pT)m, where pT is the component of the momentum
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transverse to the beam, in GeV=c. Dierent types of charged hadrons are distinguished
using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors. Photons, electrons and
hadrons are identied by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and preshower
detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons are identied
by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional chambers.
In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia [16, 17] with a specic
LHCb conguration [18]. Decays of hadronic particles are described by EvtGen [19],
in which nal-state radiation is generated using Photos [20]. The interaction of the
generated particles with the detector, and its response, are implemented using the Geant4
toolkit [21, 22] as described in ref. [23].
3 Candidate selection
The online event selection is performed by a trigger, which consists of a hardware stage,
using information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by a software stage,
which applies a full event reconstruction. Events containing a muon with high pT or a
hadron, photon or electron with high transverse energy in the calorimeters are considered
at the hardware trigger stage. Events selected by the trigger using hadrons from the signal
decay represent 70% of the sample used in this analysis, the rest being collected using
trigger criteria satised by other properties of the event.
The software trigger requires a two-, three-, or four-track secondary vertex with a
signicant displacement from the primary pp interaction vertices. At least one charged
particle must have pT > 1:7 GeV=c and be inconsistent with originating from a PV. A
multivariate algorithm is used for the identication of secondary vertices consistent with
the decay of a b hadron [24].
The selection of B0 ! D candidates is performed by reconstructing
D  ! K+   candidates from charged particle tracks with high momentum and
transverse momentum, and originating from a common displaced vertex. Particle
identication (PID) information is used to select kaon and pion candidates, and the
K+   invariant mass is required to be within 35 MeV=c2 of the known value of the
D  mass [25]. These candidates are combined with a fourth charged particle, referred to
as the companion, to form the B0 vertex, which must be displaced from any PV. The
PV with respect to which the B0 candidate has the smallest 2IP is considered as the
production vertex. The 2IP is dened as the dierence in the vertex-t 
2 of a given PV
reconstructed with and without the B0 candidate. No PID requirement is applied to the
companion track at this stage.
The B0 ! D candidates are required to match the secondary vertices found in the
software trigger, to have a proper decay time larger than 0:2 ps, and to have a momentum
vector aligned with the vector formed by joining the PV and the B0 decay vertex. The
decay time is determined from a kinematic t in which the B0 candidate is constrained to
originate from the PV to improve the decay-time resolution, while the B0-candidate mass
is computed assigning the known value [25] to the mass of the D  candidate to improve the
mass resolution [26]. A combination of PID information and mass-range vetoes is used to
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Figure 1. Invariant mass distributions of the (left) pion-like and (right) kaon-like samples with
t projections overlaid. The simultaneous t of the two distributions is described in the text and
yields a 2 per degree of freedom of 1.18. The B ! D component includes both B0 ! D
and B ! D0 decays.
suppress to a negligible level cross-feed backgrounds such as 0b ! +c (! pK +)  and
B0s ! D s (! K K+ )+, due to the misidentication of protons and kaons as pions.
A boosted decision tree (BDT) [27, 28] is used to increase the signal purity by sup-
pressing background from random combinations of particles. Candidates reconstructed
from simulated B0 ! D decays are used as signal in the training of the BDT, and
data candidates with an invariant mass larger than 5:5 GeV=c2 are used as background.
A set of 16 variables are combined into a single response, which is used to categorise the
B0 candidates. The most relevant variables entering the BDT are the quality of the t of
the B0 vertex and that of the kinematic t to calculate the B0 decay time, the transverse
momentum of the D  candidate, and the quality of the t of the companion-particle track.
The requirement placed on the BDT response is chosen to maximise the expected sensitiv-
ity to Sf and S f as derived from a set of simulated samples of signal plus background that
are passed through the entire analysis. The data sample is further required to consist of
B0 candidates whose initial avour has been determined by means of the avour tagging
algorithms described in section 5.
4 Sample composition
The data sample after the selection is split into two disjoint subsets according to the
PID information of the companion particle: a sample referred to as pion-like consisting
mostly of genuine B0 ! D decays, and a sample referred to as kaon-like consisting
mostly of genuine B0 ! DK decays. The binned B0-mass distributions of these two
samples are tted simultaneously in order to determine the sample compositions. The
mass distributions span the range 5090{6000 MeV=c2 and are shown in gure 1 with t
projections overlaid.
The mass distribution of B0 candidates in the pion-like sample features a peak at
the known B0 mass with a width of about 20 MeV=c2, corresponding to B0 ! D
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signal decays, and is modelled with the sum of a double-sided Hypatia function [29] and a
Johnson SU function [30]. The combinatorial background is modelled using the sum of two
exponential functions. At values lower than 5:2 GeV=c2, broad structures corresponding
to partially reconstructed decays, such as B0 ! D +(! +0), B  ! D 0(! + )
and B0 ! D (! D 0)+ where the additional pion is not reconstructed, are present;
the shapes of these backgrounds are determined from simulation. Cross-feed B0 ! DK
decays, due to kaon-to-pion misidentication, contaminating the left tail of the signal
peak, are described with a double-sided Hypatia function with parameters determined
from simulated decays.
The B0-mass distribution of the kaon-like sample contains analogous compo-
nents: the B0 ! DK signal peak is modelled with a single-sided Hypatia func-
tion; the combinatorial background with an exponential function; partially recon-
structed B0 ! D +(! +0), B0 ! D (! D 0)+, B0 ! D (! D 0)K+ and
B0 ! D K+(! 0K+) decays, where the charged pion is misidentied as a kaon and the
neutral pion is not reconstructed, are modelled using simulation. Cross-feed B0 ! D
decays from pion-to-kaon misidentication in the kaon-like sample peaks to the right of
the B0 ! DK signal region, with a long tail towards the high-mass region; the shape
of this distribution, a double-sided Hypatia function, is taken from simulation.
The yields of all components are oating parameters of the t. The yield of the
B0 ! DK cross-feed decays in the pion-like sample is constrained to that of the
B0 ! DK signal decays in the kaon-like sample using the kaon-to-pion misidenti-
cation probability and the kaon identication eciency of the PID requirement on the
companion particle. In a similar manner, the yield of the B0 ! D cross-feed decays in
the kaon-like sample is constrained to that of B0 ! D signal decays in the pion-like
sample scaled by the pion-to-kaon misidentication probability and the pion identication
eciency. The misidentication probabilities and the identication eciencies are deter-
mined from a large sample of D+ ! D0(! K +)+ decays in which the charged tracks
are weighted in momentum and pseudorapidity to match those of the companion particle
in B0 ! D decays [31].
An unbinned maximum-likelihood t to the B0-mass distribution of the pion-like sam-
ple is performed to determine sWeights [32], which are used to statistically subtract the
background in the decay-time analysis of section 6. This unbinned t contains the same
components as the binned t, but applied in a smaller mass window, 5220{5600 MeV=c2,
to suppress the background contamination. All backgrounds entering this mass region are
combined to form a single shape according to the fractions found in the previous t. The
shape parameters of the signal and background components are also xed to the values
found in the preceding t. The B0 ! D signal yield is found to be 479 000  700 and
that of the background to be 34 400  300.
5 Flavour tagging
A combination of tagging algorithms is used to determine the avour of the B0 candidates
at production. Each algorithm provides a decision (tag), d, which determines the avour,
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and an estimate, , of the probability that the decision is incorrect (mistag probability).
The decision takes the value of d = 1 for a candidate tagged as a B0, and d =  1 for a
candidate tagged as B0. The mistag probability is dened only between 0 and 0.5, since
 > 0:5 corresponds to an opposite tag with a mistag probability of (1   ).
Two classes of avour tagging algorithms are used: opposite-side, OS, and same-side,
SS, taggers. The OS tagger exploits the dominant production mechanism of b hadrons, the
incoherent production of bb pairs, by identifying signatures of the b hadron produced to-
gether with the signal B0 meson. The time evolution of the signal B0 meson is independent
from that of the accompanying b hadron. The OS tagger uses the charge of the electron or
muon from semileptonic b-hadron decays, the charge of the kaon from a b ! c ! s decay
chain, the charge of a reconstructed secondary charm hadron, and the charge of particles
associated with a secondary vertex distinct from the signal decay; further details are given
in refs. [33, 34].
The SS tagger selects pions and protons related to the hadronisation process of the
signal B0 meson by means of BDT classiers that determine the tag decision and mistag
probability, as described in ref. [35]. Unlike ref. [35], where B0 ! D decays are used
assuming Sf = S f = 0, the BDT classiers of the SS algorithm exploited in this analysis are
trained on a control sample of avour-specic B0 ! J= K0 decays, whose distributions
of pT, pseudorapidity, azimuthal angle of the B
0 candidate, as well as number of tracks
and PVs in the event, are weighted to match those of the B0 ! D signal decay.
Around 37% of the B0 candidates are tagged by the OS tagger, 79% by the SS tagger,
and 31% by both algorithms. About 15% of the B0 candidates are not tagged by either
of the algorithms and are discarded. Each tagging decision is weighted by the estimated
mistag probability , which dilutes the sensitivity to the CP asymmetry. To correct for
potential biases in , a function ! () is used to calibrate the mistag probability which
provides an unbiased estimate of the mistag fraction ! (!), i.e. the fraction of incorrectly
tagged candidates for a B0 (B0) meson, for any value of .
Charged particles used for avour tagging, such as the kaons from the b ! c ! s
decay chain exploited in the OS tagger, can have dierent interaction cross-sections with
the detector material and therefore dierent reconstruction eciencies. This can result
in dierent tagging eciencies and mistag probabilities for initial B0 and B0 mesons.
Asymmetries in the tagging eciency are found to be consistent with zero in simulation
and data for both taggers and are therefore neglected in the baseline t, but considered
as a source of systematic uncertainty. This is not the case for the asymmetries of the
mistag probability, which can bias the determination of the CP asymmetries and must be
corrected for. Therefore, the calibration functions depend on the initial avour of the B0
candidate: !() for d = +1 and !() for d =  1. They are expressed as generalised linear
models (GLMs) of the form
!
( )
() = g
 
h()

= g

g 1() +
NX
i=1

pi +
( )pi
2

fi()

; (5.1)
where pi and pi are free parameters, fi are the basis functions , and g is the link func-
tion [36].
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The calibration function of the OS tagger is a GLM using natural splines as the ba-
sis functions [37] with ve knots, N = 5. For the SS tagger, a GLM using rst-order
polynomial basis functions and N = 2 is used. In both cases a modied logistic function,
g(x) = 12(1 + e
x) 1, is used as the link function. To account for the tagging decision and
mistag probability, the following substitutions occur in eq. (1.1):
Sf ! (   +)Sf ;
Cf ! (   +)Cf :
(5.2)
Similar equations hold for S f and C f . The calibration functions enter the coecients 

along with the tagging eciencies "OS and "SS of the OS and SS taggers, according to
 =
1
2
"OS

1  "SS + dOS

1  "SS   2!(OS)
 
1 + "SS

 1
2
"OS

1  "SS + dOS

1  "SS   2!(OS)
 
1 + "SS

; (5.3)
for candidates tagged by the OS algorithm and not by the SS algorithm (and vice-versa,
exchanging the OS and SS indexes), and
 =
1
4
"OS"SS
"
1 +
X
j=OS;SS
dj

1  2!(j)

+ dOSdSS

1  2!(j) + 2!(OS)!(SS)
#
 1
4
"OS"SS
"
1 +
X
j=OS;SS
dj

1  2!(j)

+ dOSdSS

1  2!(j) + 2!(OS)!(SS)
#
; (5.4)
for candidates tagged by both algorithms. The form of the  coecients and of the
substitutions of eq. (5.2) is convenient to also account for other spurious asymmetries
considered in section 6.
The seven pairs of calibration parameters (pi;pi) are left free in the t from which the
Sf and S f observables are extracted. This is possible because the Cf and C f coecients
are xed parameters, so that the cosine terms of the decay rates permit the calibration
parameters to be measured. This procedure has been validated with pseudoexperiments
and possible deviations of Cf and C f from unity are taken into account in the systematic
uncertainties. To account for possible mismodelling of the calibration functions, systematic
uncertainties are assigned to Sf and S f . The calibration functions obtained in the data
are shown in gure 2, where the measured mistag fraction is presented as a function of the
predicted mistag probability of the tagger.
Considering only candidates retained for the analysis, i.e. those with a avour tag, the
statistical uncertainties of Sf and S f are inversely proportional to
phD2i. Here, hD2i is
the average of the squared dilution of the signal, calculated as 1Ntag
PNtag
i=1 wi [1  2!(i)]2,
where Ntag is the number of candidates, wi is the sWeight of the candidate i determined in
the t of the sample composition, and Ntag =
PNtag
i=1 wi. The total dilution squared of the
sample is found to be (6:5540:017)%. Considering also the number of discarded candidates
because no tagging decision is determined by either tagger, Nuntag andNuntag =
PNuntag
i=1 wi,
the tagging eciency "tag  Ntag=(Ntag +Nuntag) is found to be (85:23  0:05)%. Hence,
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Figure 2. Measured mistag fraction ! versus predicted mistag probability  of the combination of
(left) OS and (right) SS taggers as determined in signal decays with the t described in section 6.
The black histograms are the distributions of the mistag probabilities in arbitrary units. The
shaded areas correspond to the 68% and 95% condence-level regions of the calibration functions
and do not include systematic uncertainties on the parameters. The calibration functions and the
distributions of mistag probabilities are shown summing over candidates tagged as either B0 or B0.
the eective tagging eciency of the initial sample is "taghD2i = (5:590:01)%. All quoted
uncertainties are statistical only. The eective tagging eciency is similar to that of the
measurement of CP violation in B0s ! Ds K decays [38].
6 Decay-time t
The CP asymmetries Sf and S f are determined from a multidimensional maximum-
likelihood t to the unbinned distributions of the signal candidates weighted with the
sWeights. The probability density function (PDF) describing the signal decay to a nal
state F equal to f or f , at the reconstructed decay time t, and given the tags ~d = (dOS; dSS)
and mistag probabilities ~ = (OS; SS), is
P (t; F; ~d j ~) / (t)

P(t0; F; ~d j ~)
R(t0   t)

; (6.1)
where P(t0; F; ~dj~) is the function describing the distribution of true decay times t0, R(t0 t)
is the decay time resolution, and (t) describes the decay-time-dependent eciency of
reconstructing and selecting the signal decays. The function P(t0; F; ~d j ~) corresponds to
one of the decay rates of eq. (1.1), according to the nal state F , and with the substitutions
of eq. (5.2) to include the avour tagging.
A production asymmetry, AP, and a nal-state detection asymmetry, AD, must also
be taken into account. These are dened as
AP =
(B0)  (B0)
(B0) + (B0)
; AD =
"(f)  "( f)
"(f) + "( f)
; (6.2)
where " is the decay-time-integrated eciency in reconstructing and selecting the nal
state f or f , and  is the production cross-section of the given B0 or B0 meson. The
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asymmetry AP arises from the dierent production cross-sections of B
0 and B0 mesons in
proton-proton collisions and is measured to be at the percent level at LHC energies [39].
The detection asymmetry is also measured to be at the percent level and to be independent
of the decay time. Therefore, eq. (5.2) is further modied as follows:
(   +)Sf ! (   AP+)(1 + AD)Sf ;
(   +)Cf ! (   AP+)(1 + AD)Cf ;
(6.3)
where Cf is xed to 1. Similar equations hold for S f and C f (xed to  1) with AD !  AD.
The decay-time resolution is determined from a sample of fake B0 candidates formed
from a genuine D  meson and a charged track originating from the same PV and consistent
with being a pion of opposite charge. These candidates are subjected to a selection similar
to that of the signal decays except for all decay-time biasing requirements, which are
removed. The decay-time distribution of these candidates is therefore expected to peak
at zero with a Gaussian shape given by the resolution function. Its width is determined
in bins of the uncertainty on the decay time provided by the kinematic t of the decay
chain. A second-order polynomial is used to describe the measured width as a function of
the decay-time uncertainty. The average resolution of (54:9 0:4) fs is used as the width
of the Gaussian resolution function R(t0   t). The eciency function (t) is modelled by
segments of cubic b-splines [40] with nine free parameters in total.
The free parameters of the t are the Sf and S f coecients, the detection and produc-
tion asymmetries AD and AP, the seven pairs of parameters (pi;pi) for the calibration
functions of the OS and SS taggers, their eciencies "OS and "SS, and the nine param-
eters of (t). The average B0 decay width,   in eq. (1.1), is constrained by means of
a Gaussian function whose mean is the world average value and whose width is the un-
certainty [6]. Similarly, the B0{B0 mixing frequency, m, is constrained to the value
measured in ref. [41].
The t determines Sf = 0:058 0:021 and S f = 0:038 0:021 where the uncertainties
include the contributions from the constraints on the decay width and mixing frequency.
When the t is repeated by xing m and   to the central values used in the constraints, the
central values for Sf and S f do not change and their uncertainties decrease to 0:020. This
is considered as the statistical uncertainty for both Sf and S f . The statistical correlation
between Sf and S f is 60%. This correlation is introduced by the avour tagging and by
the production asymmetry. The distribution of the decay time with the overlaid projection
of the t is shown in gure 3.
The values reported for Sf and S f result in a signicance of 2:7 for the CP -violation
hypothesis, according to Wilks' theorem. Figure 4 reports the decay-time-dependent signal-
yield asymmetries between candidates tagged as B0 and B0, for the decays split according
to the favoured (F) b! cu d and the suppressed (S) b! uc d transitions
AF =
 B0!f (t)   B0! f (t)
 B0!f (t) +  B0! f (t)
(6.4)
AS =
 B0!f (t)   B0! f (t)
 B0!f (t) +  B0! f (t)
: (6.5)
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Figure 4. Decay-time-dependent signal-yield asymmetries for (left) the favoured and (right) the
suppressed decays. The signal-yield asymmetries are dened in eq. (6.4) and eq. (6.5). The blue
solid curve is the projection of the signal PDF, the red dotted curve indicates the projection of the
t when CP conservation is imposed.
The t projections are overlaid to the asymmetries of the data, along with the curves
expected when S f =  Sf is imposed, i.e. in the hypothesis of no CP violation.
Several consistency checks are made by performing the t on subsets of the data
sample split according to dierent data-taking conditions, tagging algorithms, number of
tracks in the event, and trigger requirements. These ts show good agreement with the
result presented here. The stability of the result is also analysed in bins of the transverse
momentum of the B0 meson and in bins of the dierence of pseudorapidity between the
D  candidate and the companion pion.
The production asymmetry and the detection asymmetry are compared with re-
sults of independent LHCb measurements. The values found in this analysis are
AP = ( 0:64 0:28)% and AD = (0:86 0:19)%, where the uncertainties are statistical, in
agreement with those derived from ref. [39], when accounting for the dierent kinematics
of the signals.
The values of the avour-tagging parameters are also determined in control samples.
The B+ ! D0+ decay is used for the OS tagger. As the quarks that accompany the b
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quark in B+ and B0 mesons dier, the SS calibration function is studied with B0 ! J= K0
decays from a sample that is disjoint to that used in the training of the BDT classiers. In
both cases, distributions of pT and pseudorapidity of the B
0 candidate, number of tracks
and PVs in the event, and the composition of software trigger decisions are weighted to
match those of the B0 ! D signal sample. In the case of the B+ ! D0+ mode, the
decay-time distribution of the B+ and D0 mesons are also weighted to match those of the
B0 and D  mesons of the signal decays, while in the case of the B0 ! J= K0 decay the
azimuthal angle of the B0 is weighted to match that of the B0 ! D signal sample.
The charged pion produced in B+ ! D0+ decays directly identies the B+ avour at
production. Therefore, the calibration of the OS tagger is achieved by counting the number
of correctly and incorrectly tagged signal candidates. In contrast, the SS tagger calibration
with B0 ! J= K0 decays requires the B0{B0 avour oscillations to be resolved by using
the decay time as an additional observable, since the amplitude of the observed oscillation
is related to the mistag fraction [35]. The values of the calibration parameters found in
the control decays are in agreement with those determined in the t to the signal, with the
largest deviation being of 2 standard deviations for two of the pi parameters.
7 Systematic uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties due to external measurements used in the t are accounted for
through Gaussian constraints in the likelihood function. These parameters are the mixing
frequency, m, and the B0 decay width,  . In order to disentangle these contributions
from the statistical uncertainty of Sf and S f , the t is repeated by xing m and   to the
central values used in the constraints. The systematic uncertainty due to the constraint
on   is found to be negligible, and that due to m is 0:0073 and 0:0061 for Sf and S f ,
respectively. These are the largest systematic uncertainties of Sf and S f and are found to
be fully anticorrelated. The correlation of m with Sf is  34% and that with S f is 29%.
Validation of the entire analysis using ensembles of simulated signal candidates shows
that the values of Sf and S f are biased up to 0:0068 and 0:0018, respectively. The size
of these potential biases are small and so are taken as a systematic uncertainty. The
correlation of these systematic uncertainties is 40%.
Variation of the t to the D + invariant-mass distribution used to calculate the
sWeights for the background subtraction leads to systematic uncertainties on Sf and S f
of 0:0042 and 0:0023, respectively. Their correlation is 70%.
The remaining systematic uncertainties are much smaller than those reported above.
Hence, the correlation between the systematic uncertainty of Sf and S f for the sources that
follow are neglected. The systematic uncertainties associated with the PID eciencies used
in the t to the D + invariant mass are also propagated by means of Gaussian constraints.
These uncertainties take into account the size of the calibration samples and the dependence
of the results on the binning scheme adopted for weighting the kinematic distributions of
the particles of the control decays to match those of the companion tracks. They contribute
an uncertainty of 0:0008 to both Sf and S f .
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The other sources of systematic uncertainty are calculated by means of pseudoexperi-
ments, where samples of the same size as the data are generated by sampling the PDF with
parameters xed to the value found in data. In the generation of the pseudoexperiments
the PDF is modied to consider alternative models according to the source of system-
atic uncertainty under investigation. The generated sample is then t with the nominal
model. For each parameter, the mean of the distribution of the residuals is considered,
(Sgeni   Sti ), from 1000 pseudoexperiments as the systematic uncertainty. If the mean
diers from zero by less than one standard deviation, the error on the mean is taken as the
systematic uncertainty.
To test the impact of the choice of the calibration models, pseudoexperiments are
generated using for the SS calibration the nominal model, while for the OS the degree of
the polynomial used in the model is reduced by one unit compared to the nominal model.
In the t for both taggers the degrees of the calibration models are increased by one degree
compared to that used to generate the pseudoexperiments. The systematic uncertainties
are determined to be 0:0008 and 0:0016 for Sf and S f , respectively.
Assuming values for the avour-tagging eciency asymmetries dierent from zero,
based on what is found in simulation, leads to systematic uncertainties of 0:0012 and
0:0015 for Sf and S f , respectively.
A dierent decay-time acceptance model is used in generation by considering new
boundaries of the subranges of the spline functions. This results in a systematic uncertainty
of 0:0007 for both Sf and S f .
Mismodelling of the decay-time resolution is also considered by increasing and decreas-
ing the nominal resolution by 20 fs. The largest residuals are considered as the systematic
uncertainties, and are 0:0012 and 0:0008 for Sf and S f , respectively.
A value for Cf =  C f dierent from 1, based on the value of rD from refs. [4, 5] is
assumed, resulting in a variation of 0:0006 for both Sf and S f . By assigning to   a value
dierent from zero and equal to the world-average value plus its uncertainty [6] leads to a
systematic uncertainty of 0:0007 on both Sf and S f .
The sources of systematic uncertainties are summarised in table 1. They total 0:011
and 0:007 for Sf and S f , respectively, with a correlation of  41%.
8 Interpretation of the CP asymmetries
The values of Sf and S f are interpreted in terms of the angle 2+, the ratio of amplitudes
rD, and the strong phase , using the statistical method described in ref. [7].
By taking external measurements of rD, condence intervals for j sin(2 + )j and
 are derived. The ratio rD is calculated from the branching fraction of B
0 ! D+s  
decays, assuming SU(3) symmetry, following the same relation used in refs. [4, 5]:
rD = tan c
fD+
fDs
s
B(B0 ! D+s  )
B(B0 ! D +) ; (8.1)
where tan c = 0:23101  0:00032 is the tangent of the Cabibbo angle from
ref. [42], fDs=fD+ = 1:173 0:003 is the ratio of decay constants [43{45], and
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Source Sf S f
uncertainty of m 0:0073 0:0061
t biases 0:0068 0:0018
background subtraction 0:0042 0:0023
PID eciencies 0:0008 0:0008
avour-tagging models 0:0011 0:0015
avour-tagging eciency asymmetries 0:0012 0:0015
(t) model 0:0007 0:0007
assumption on   0:0007 0:0007
decay-time resolution 0:0012 0:0008
assumption on C 0:0006 0:0006
total 0.0111 0.0073
statistical uncertainty 0.0198 0.0199
Table 1. Systematic uncertainties on the CP asymmetries Sf and S f . The total uncertainty is the
sum in quadrature of the individual contributions.
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Figure 5. 1{CL as a function of j sin(2 + )j.
B(B0 ! D+s  ) = (2:16 0:26) 10 5 and B(B0 ! D +) = (2:52 0:13) 10 3 are
branching fractions taken from ref. [25]. We determine rD = 0:0182 0:0012 0:0036,
where the second uncertainty accounts for possible nonfactorizable SU(3)-breaking eects,
considered to be 20% of the value of rD as suggested in ref. [46]. In addition, using the
known value of  = (22:2 0:7) [6], condence intervals for  are determined.
The condence intervals are
j sin(2 + )j 2 [0:77; 1:0] ;
 2 [5; 86] [ [185; 266] ;
 2 [ 41; 41] [ [140; 220] ;
all at the 68% condence level (CL). The uncertainties on rD and  have a negligible
impact on these values. The intervals are illustrated in gures 5 and 6.
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Figure 6. (Left) 1{CL as a function of  and (right) condence regions for  and . The condence
regions hold the 39% and 87% CL. Points denote the preferred values.
9 Conclusion
A measurement of the CP asymmetries Sf and S f in the decay B
0 ! D is reported.
The decay candidates are reconstructed in a data set collected with the LHCb experiment
at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
3:0 fb 1. We measure
Sf = 0:058 0:020 (stat) 0:011 (syst);
S f = 0:038 0:020 (stat) 0:007 (syst);
with a correlation of 60% ( 41%) between the statistical (systematic) uncertainties. These
values are in agreement with, and more precise than, measurements from the Belle and
BaBar collaborations [9, 10]. This measurement, in combination with the external inputs
of rD and , constrains the CKM angle  to be in the interval [5; 86]
 [ [185; 266] at the
68% condence level.
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